
WIPRO INTERVIEW PATTERN ON 15th JUNE

Hii frnds I am Madhu studying BE EEE from AU College of Engineering, Visakhapatnam. WIPRO visited our campus on 15th 
and 16th of this month.134 candidates out of 700 were selected from our campus...I was lucky enough to be one of them 

It was a good experience and must be shared
Written test....consistes of 3 sections
1.) Verbal.....15 questions....very simple english grammer like active passive voice,direct indirect speech
2.) Analytial...15 questions...from time work...time distance..and some simple mathematics
3.)Technical....20 questions...a bit difficult..but can manage to clear cut off....mainly C and Unix...and DS also included 

Test duration 1hr. 290 out of 700 cleared written test...and this is major criteria for short listing. every section has individual cut-
off 

Technical Interview
me:) Good mornning sir,
In:) good morning, take your seat
me:) thank u sir
In:) Tell me about your self
me:)told...blah..blah..I said I have great intrests in programming
In:) Ok, can u say the meaning of APEX
me:) Its like success,height,peak..sir
In:)Ok then..will u write a program for me
me:) sure sir!
In:) write the program for QUICK SORT
me:) I hav don'y hav a clear idea on quick sort sir
In:) Well, then I will expain you wat is quick sort...wll u write!
me:)definitely sir!
In:)explained...I wrote the program
In:)diff. between C and C++
me:) told
In:)strengths
me:)blah..blah
In:)Ok madhu wat do u want be..a programmer or networks_____?
me:)Programmer sir. 

thats it he gave the HR form and said All the Best. 

HR Interview
I waited for 5 long hours for my turn. 
me:)good afternoon sir
hr:) very good afternoon..take your seat
me:) thank you sir
hr:) Tell me some thing abt your self madhu
me:)..told
hr:)about your family
me:)told
hr:)strengths and weakness
me:)blah...blah
hr:) Wat is your aim in life?
me:) to grow to a career with grater power in your esteemed organization sir.
hr:)ok..wat do u value most in your life?
me:)told
hr:) why WIPRO?
me:) told,,tht it is largest R&D sevice provider..and spoke abt its spirit and Innovation
hr:) Wat if not select you?
me:)I will try for the next company sir
hr:) ok If ur the prime minister  of India for one day wat will you do?
me:) told
hr:) ok madhu very nice taking to you..have a nice day
me:) thank you sir and hav a great day sir.
tahts the end, 

at 5:30 hrs results were announced..and I am in WIPRO. just be confident..it will definitely work for you
all the best c you in WIPRO

WIPRO PAPER ON 15th JUNE AT ANDHRA UNIVERSITY

I recently gave interview of WIPRO at AU engg collge VIZAG on 15th june n got selected.Wipro pattern (3 
sections:verbal,analytical,Technical) 

1.Verbal
i)  2q�s were on correct the sentences
ii)   4q�s �u will be given a sentence ,u have to choose a word that has the same meaning .for E.g:

Large Scale of departure:a)emigration  2)Immigration c)migration

iii)     2 q�s �u will be given some letters with values assigned to each.u have to arrange them so that u get a 
meaningful word. For e.g.

in my paper I got HANDLE and POCKET

LADNHE

1 2 3 4 5 6

Ans:524316

iv) 5 0r 6q�s �Fill in the blanks...U have to choose the inappropriate word (not suitable)    (read the question carefully)

2)Analytical 

1) avg age of girls and boys is 26 .avg  age of boys is 28 and avg age of girls is 24 .what is the ratio of no of girls and 
boys.

Ans:1/2

2)a person is running at a speed of 18km/hr After one  min a bomb blasts .Sound travels at 330m/s.How long does the 
man run before he cud he hear the sound??

3) Amount given on simple interest at a certain rate becomes double after 3 yrs .the amount becomes triple after 
12yrs at a different rate. Which rate is preferable?

  

4)1 q on Profit and Loss

5)1 q on blood relations (refer to non verbal reasoning)

6)1 q on puzzle test.

7) in 1998 ,India has won 50% matches n has lost 40% matches .the no of matches draw were 40.how many matches
have been played?  Ans: 200

15qs as were given I am not able to recollect them, now

Practice RS Agarwal (aptitude and Non verbal reasoning ) That is more than enough.

Numericals need not be same 

3.Technical 

 Main () 

  { 

Static char a[3][4]={�abcd�,�mnop� ,�fghi�} 

Putchar(**a); 

   } 

a)will not compile successfully  b)prints a c)prints m  d)prints garbage 

 Ans: b 

2)main() 

 { 

  Int i=100; 

  Int M(); 

  Printf(�%d�,(*M)(i)); 

    }        

   Int M(x) 

   Int x; 

   { 

    Printf(�%d�,++x); 

    } 

a)prints 100   b)prints 101 c)prints error d)prints 1013         

3) main() 

  { 

    Int i=7; 

    If(0==fork()) 

    I+=10; 

    Else 

    { 

    Wait(0); 

    Printf(�%d�,i); 

     } 

    } 

a)i+=10 is executed by child only 

b)i+=10 is executed by parent only 

c)The child can start executing only after the termination of the parent process. 

d)none of the above 

4) 27   |    8

a) 27             b)8                   c)2                 d)none of the above

5)  command in unix for removing all files

a)rm           b)rm*             c)rm *.*

6) which is used for storing pictures or graphics

a) mbr              b)mar         c)frame buffer  d)SDRAM

7) question on postorder ,inoder

15 q or 20 q�s were given

2. Tech.Intvw. 

Abt project
Types of joins from dbms. 

What is the use of indexing 

Oops concepts 

Abt datastructure and linked list 

I was asked write a prg to check whether a given no is palindrome or not. And prg using datastructures to accept 
name,rollno,marks of a student. 

Storage classes 

3. HR
Describe urself
Abt family background 

Why shud I hire u
who is ur role model 

What will u do if u become president of India 

What r ur achievements 

How do u define success 

Strengths and weakness 

How will u sell urself to the company

Interviewers r very cool and friendly ,so don�t panic

All the best
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